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TABLES FOR EVERY NEED

Whether performing tasks, learning, working together or  
relaxing, Trendway has tables for every need. Our selection  
offers stationary, mobile and height adjustable tables in a range 
of sizes, shapes, and functions. A comprehensive menu of finish 
options supports every design vision.

Collaborative, conference, sit-to-stand and more, you’ll  
appreciate how our tables support your teams’ needs, and  
your budget’s requirements.

TRAINING            12-13

OCCASIONAL           14-15

COLLABORATIVE                                                              6-7

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE             8-9 

STAND UP HEIGHT                                                                    10-11 

CONFERENCE             4-5  

Rectangle Racetrack Boat

Round Square Soft Square

Rectangle Corner Extended 
Corner

120°
Corner

D-Shape

Rectangle Wedge

Pebble Half Round TrapezoidRectangle

Square Curved 
Rectangle

Tear DropRectangle
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Rectangle Racetrack Boat

CONFERENCE

A conference table can set the tone of elegance in a boardroom or offer a practical platform for casual 
meetings. From formal spaces to casual places, we have a table solution for everyone. With a full selection of 
finish colors, five base styles and technology support options – the choices are yours.
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Round Square Soft Square

COLLABORATIVE
Join the conversation. Team spaces and shared areas are more dynamic with collaborative settings. With 
ten base styles, standing or sitting height and lots of finish options, you can create attractive, inspiring spots 
where people can get together. 
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Rectangle Corner Extended 
Corner

120°
Corner

D-Shape

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
Sit or stand, our height-adjustable tables offer a range of ergonomic solutions for users who want to 
incorporate healthy movement in their work day. Tables are offered with a range of mechanical and electric 
adjustment mechanisms to meet BIFMA ergonomic standards.
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STAND UP HEIGHT

Stretch your legs – Trendway’s Standing Height Table bring a comfortable vibe to the workplace. Perfect for 
brainstorming, team huddles, or taking a casual beak, these tables put everyone at ease.

Rectangle Wedge
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Pebble Half Round Trapezoid

TRAINING
When class is in session, Trendway training tables deliver serious performance in a clean, attractive design 
package. Smart shapes and sizes let you create configurations you need, while effective power and data 
options support today’s learning environments. Flip/nest models provide one-handed operation and  
space-saving storage.

Rectangle
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Our easy Flip/Folding Mechanism 
can be activated with one hand.

Optional “pop-up” power/data  
access. Available in Black, White  
and Aluminum.

Y-Base nests snuggly when not in use.

Optional Wire Manager conceals 
and routes power and data from 
the table top to the floor.

Y-Base — Choose from Black Casters, 
Two-Tone Casters or Glides. 

Multiple Modesty options available.

Zona with Zadi seating. Zona legs rotate for inline nesting.Zona leg finish options: Black, Gray,  

Designer White.

Optional Cable Management  
Modesty neatly conceals power/
data cables for Fixed Top Tables.

Urethane Knife Edge is offered in  
Trendway standard trim colors  
(except Designer White).

T-Base.
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OCCASIONAL 

Lobbies, waiting area, private offices – there are so many settings where you need just the right table. 
Whether it’s a spot to set a coffee mug or a place to gather around for a quick meeting, our versatile tables 
will rise to the occasion.

Soft Square

Square Curved 
Rectangle

Tear DropRectangle
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Trendway Products are tested for conformance to SCS Indoor Advantage™ or Indoor Advantage Gold™ requirements. Visit our website to view current certifications for 
specific products.

Most Trendway products conform to the ANSI/BIFMA e3-2014e level® Furniture Sustainability Standard. Visit our website to view current certifications for specific products.


